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Introduction 

Many manufacturers are poised for growth in 2012 and beyond, having invested in improving 
cross-channel digital experiences for their customers. Recent data reveals that as 
manufacturers look toward 2012 initiatives, mobile Websites and apps, social presence, and 
even transactional capabilities will be key initiatives. So although manufacturer Websites were 
once only a small part of the customer research experience, the connected experience across 
manufacturer sites and channels now has the potential to become the entire research and 
purchase process. Looking ahead to 2012, the manufacturer customer experience will be 
guided by the same principles as the business to consumer (B2C) experience—with relevance, 
customization, and personalization at the core.  

The data and conclusions presented in this white paper are drawn from a survey administered 
to business and IT leaders in manufacturing industries in November 2011.
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About the Survey 

In November 2011, Endeca (acquired by Oracle in February 2012) conducted the “Manufacturing 
Website Trends for 2012” survey to help manufacturers benchmark their upcoming plans and 
strategies against those of their peers at similar organizations. The survey captured results from 
business as well as IT professionals and provides visibility into planned areas of investment in 2012.  

Responses were gathered from 104 professionals, of whom 58 percent represented business teams and 
38 percent represented technical teams. In terms of authority, 40 percent of the respondents were at a 
managerial level, 25 percent director level, 7 percent executive level, and 4 percent senior executive 
level (C-level). The manufacturing sectors included industrial, high-tech, consumer packaged goods, 
automotive, aerospace/defense, and biotech/pharmaceutical. 

Even in the Down Economy, Manufacturers Make Tech a Priority 

To get a feel for how manufacturers have operated throughout the past several years, the survey asked, 
“In the recent uncertain economy, where did you focus your efforts?” A surprising 47.1 percent of the 
respondents elected technology investment as their top priority. The second main area of focus was 
globalization, at 41.3 percent, and extending the business model took third place, at 31.7 percent. 

In the Recent Uncertain Economy, Where Did You Focus Your Efforts?  

 

 
Figure 1. The majority of the respondents chose technology investment as their recent top priority. 

Changing Customer Expectations Steer Investment  

Manufacturers paid close attention to their customers over the past year. B2C retailers have been 
experiencing high demand from customers to serve up the right information at the right time, and 
manufacturers were not spared the expectation of this requisite level of attention and customization. 
When asked to agree or disagree with the statement “In the past 12 months, my customers’ 
expectations changed because of B2C retail experiences (online and offline),” an overwhelming 84 
percent of the respondents said they either agreed or strongly agreed. 
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In the Past 12 Months, My Customers’ Expectations Changed Because  
of B2C Retail Experiences (Online and Offline)? 

  

Figure 2. A clear majority of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed that customer expectations have evolved in 
line with B2C retail experiences. 

Manufacturers Have Already Invested in Many B2C-Like 
Capabilities  

When it asked, “What technologies have you already invested in?” the survey found manufacturers to 
have already invested in many B2C-like capabilities, with the aim of better understanding their 
customers—and helping their customers better understand their products. Web analytics took first 
place, with 72 percent of the manufacturers having already invested. E-mail marketing took second 
place, with 64 percent of the manufacturers invested. And product information management (PIM) 
solutions came in third, with 54 percent. Toward the bottom of the list were emerging capabilities for 
manufacturers such as user reviews (24 percent), merchandising tools (17 percent), and 
recommendation engines (14 percent).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The top areas of investment during the recession are in technology with 47 percent, globalization with 41 percent, and 

business models at 32 percent. 
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What Technologies Have You Already Invested In? 

 
Figure 3. Manufacturers have already invested in many B2C-like capabilities.  

 

Manufacturers Go Mobile  

In response to “Please indicate the top three B2C-like capabilities you will focus on in 2012?” 46 
percent of the survey participants, the highest percentage, indicated that they are investing in mobile 
Websites and apps. The second-most-frequent choice—leveraging product content and data across 
channels—was similar, with 44 percent of the respondents citing investing in this capability as a top 
priority. The third-most-important investment area: capabilities that increase conversion rates.  

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Business to business (B2B) manufacturers follow B2C models. The desire to understand the customers and the products 

better drives investment in online technologies. 

Why mobile? Behind every B there is a C. How we behave as consumers drives our expectations at work—and B2B as 

well as B2C manufacturers acknowledge this trend. 
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Please Indicate the Top Three B2C-Like Capabilities You Will Focus on in 2012? 

  

Figure 4. The top investment priorities for 2012 are in mobile Websites and apps as well as leveraging  
product content and data across channels. 

Manufacturers Demand More Data from Channels 

When asked, “Do your distributors provide you with data on clickstream, abandon, or conversion rates 
on their site for your products at a detailed level?” 47 percent of the respondents said, “No, but it 
would be extremely valuable” and 35 percent said, “Yes, and it’s extremely valuable.” Only 17 percent 
said, “No, and it would not be valuable” or “Yes, and it’s not valuable.” 

Do Your Distributors Provide You with Data on Clickstream/ Abandon/ Conversion Rates on Their 
Site for Your Products at a Detailed Level?  

 

Figure 5. Respondents see a high value in more data from channels.  

 

360-degree view of products. Content (reviews, videos, guides, and so on) as well as data can help give customers a 360-

degree view of products. “The more, the better” is a good philosophy for manufacturing sites as well as distribution channels. 
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Focus on Consistent, Accurate Product Content and Information 

In response to a request to indicate the top three key growth drivers, “Use product information/ 
content more effectively” and “New customer acquisition” tied as the most important growth drivers, 
at 56 percent each. A close second was increasing multichannel touchpoints, at 42 percent. 

Please Indicate the Top Three B2C-Like Capabilities You Will Focus On in 2012? 

 
Figure 6. Respondents indicated that both using product information effectively and acquiring new customers are their 
top focus for 2012. 

Transactional Sites on the Horizon 

In a recent trend, some manufacturers are starting to facilitate sales on their site. When asked, “Have 
you considered deploying the ability to complete transactions on your own site?” 43 percent of the 
respondents said they already do and 38 percent said they were considering it. Only 19 percent 
indicated that they were not considering it. 

Are You Considering Deploying the Ability to Complete Transactions on Your Own Site?  

 

Figure 7. Respondents show a clear intent to generate their own sales transactions, if they have not already done so. 
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Conclusion 

Engagement with manufacturers—on B2B as well as B2C sites—is drastically changing. Although the 
focus remains strongly on content—creating more content, guiding people to the right content more 
quickly, and sharing content with the distribution channel more efficiently—the emphasis is also 
shifting to make way for emerging technologies that underpin today’s required experiences. Investing 
in mobile Websites and apps will be top-of-mind, but manufacturers should not lose sight of 
guaranteed revenue generators such as new customer acquisition and increased conversion rates. 
Expressed interest in rolling out transactional capabilities is high, yet manufacturers need to be careful 
not to bite the hand that feeds them through the distribution channel. 

 

Contact Us 

For more information about Oracle Endeca Web commerce solutions, visit oracle.com/webcommerce 
or call +1.800.ORACLE1 to speak to an Oracle representative.  
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